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Abstract. In this study, selective adsorption of U(VI) in aqueous solutions in the presence of various 

lanthanide ions was conducted by using U(VI)-imprinted cryogel polymer. For this purpose, the pHEMA-

(MAH)3-U(VI) cryogel polymer was prepared by free radical polymerization method. U(VI) was 

desorbed with 5.0 mol.L-1 HNO3 and thus U(VI)-imprints were created on p-HEMA-(MAH)3 cryogel 

polymer. To determine the optimum conditions, in the process of selective adsorption of U(VI) ion to 

U(VI)-imprinted p-HEMA-(MAH)3 cryogel polymer, some parameters such as pH, flow rate, initial 

U(VI) concentration were investigated. Under the optimum conditions, the maximum adsorption capacity 

was obtained as 74.80 mg.g-1. Selectivity studies were also carried out in the presence of Nd(III), La(III) 

and Y(III) ions using U(VI)-imprinted p-HEMA-(MAH)3 cryogel polymer. The obtained adsorption order 

under competitive conditions was U(VI) ˃ La(III) ˃Y(III) ˃Nd(III). 

Keywords: uranium, adsorption, ion imprinting, lanthanides, nuclear energy 

Abbreviations: HEMA: 2-Hydroxyethyl methacrylate; MAH: N-methacryloyl-(L)-histidine methyl ester; 

TEMED: N,N,N,N-tetramethylethylenediamine; APS: Ammonium persulfate; MBAAm: N,N-

methylenebisacrylamide; ICP-MS: Inductively Coupled Plasma-Mass Spectroscopy; SEM: Scanning 

Electron Microscopy; FT-IR: Fourier Transform Infrared; IIP: Ion Imprinting Polymer; NIP: Non 

Imprinting Polymer 

Introduction 

Uranium is an important material in nuclear science and an important actinide in 

radioactive waste water and environmental samples (Wang et al., 2017a). Uranium is a 

natural element that quite effective in the nuclear industry and particularly as a fuel for 

electricity generation by nuclear power plants (Iliaa et al., 2017). Studies on uranium-

containing rare earth minerals are causing uranium-containing radioactive pollutants (Li 

et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2017b; Lu et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2015). Therefore, the 

solvent extraction and separation of Uranium from rare earth minerals is quite important 

for the environmental protection (Zhu et al., 2015). 

Uranium is the most important fuel element used in nuclear reactors. Therefore, the 

recovery of Uranium is of great importance for the sustainable development of nuclear 

industry (Gu, 2007). The content of uranium in the earth’s crust is limited (Abdollahy et 

al., 2011). Anticipating the shortage of nuclear fuels in near future, the selective 

recovery of Uranium becomes necessary for the sustainable development of nuclear 

energy (Chmielewski, 2008). 

The removal of uranium from the body has been studied by a number of 

investigators. Mostly, the low concentrations of uranium encountered and the presence 

of high levels of interfering matrix constituents prevent its direct determination. 

Because of this, various separation and preconcentration techniques are employed for 

the determination of uranium. Although liquid–liquid extraction has been widely used 
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(Horwitz et al., 1992), it is time consuming. Extraction chromatography (Dolak, et al., 

2011), solid-phase extraction (Yener et al., 2017; Kaminski et al., 2000), supercritical 

fluid extraction (Haerizade et al., 2018), ion exchange (Dolak et al., 2010) and 

adsorbents (İnam et al., 2001; Sana et al., 2015) have been extensively used for the 

separation and preconcentration of uranium ions. The process of using adsorbents is an 

effective method for heavy metals by using metal chelating resins prepared with 

containing aminoacid monomer ligands (Dolak et al., 2015; Keçili et al., 2018; Dolak, 

2018), and for recovering uranium because of the high selectivity for uranium, the ease 

of handling, and environmental safety. The solid-phase extraction methods using 

molecular imprinted polymers are the most used methods for the separation and 

preconcentration of rare earth elements (Harkins and Schweitzer, 1991; Panahi et al., 

2012; Wulff, 1995). 

Molecular imprinting is a method for making selective binding sites in synthetic 

polymers by using molecular template. Metal cations can be used as templates for 

imprinting crosslinked polymers. After the removal of template (the cation), the 

remaining polymer is more selective. The selectivity of the polymer depends on various 

factors, like the charge on the cation, the size of the cation, the specificity of the 

interaction of the ligand, the coordination geometry, and the number of the cations. 

Transition metals can also be removed by using the molecular imprinting method 

(Pakdehi, 2016; Dhal and Arnold, 1992; Chen et al., 2017). 

Molecular imprinting is a new technique has attracted the attention of researchers for 

effective recognition of chemical and biological molecules including aminoacids, 

proteins, enzymes, DNA, drugs and metal ions (Didaskalou et al., 2017; Székely et al., 

2012a, b; Dolak et al., 2018). This technique allows selective and sensitive recognition 

of chosen target molecule by leaving artificial imprinted cavities in polymer matrix that 

provides high affinity to target molecule. To synthesize molecularly imprinted polymer, 

the template molecule and functional monomers which can arrange around template are 

complexed interactively before polymerization. Then the rigid polymer matrix is 

obtained by polymerization of formed pre-complex and cross-linker reagent. After 

removal of template molecule from the polymer with suitable desorption agent, the 

cavities remaining in the polymer that are complementary in shape, size and chemical 

functionality to the template. Consequently, the resultant polymer able to recognizes 

and rebinds selectively the template or other molecules that are chemically related to the 

template (Saylan et al., 2017). This technique is used in many applications such as 

selectivity recognition and separation (Sellerggren, 2001; Wei and Mizaikoff, 2007; 

Vedadghavami et al., 2018; Lasáková and Jandera, 2009), drug delivery systems 

(Alvarez-Lorenzo and Concheiro, 2004), catalysis (Vidyasankar and Arnold, 1995), 

sensor technology (Monier and Abdel-Latif, 2017). In addition, ion imprinted polymers 

(IIPs) have been used for the selective removal of metal ions from different matrices 

(Moussa et al., 2016; Moorthy et al., 2013; Monier et al., 2016; Mitreva et al., 2017; 

Msaadi et al., 2017; Roushani et al., 2015; Fayazi et al., 2016; Candan et al., 2009; Gao 

et al., 2015). 

In this study, the selective adsorption of U(VI) in aqueous solutions and soil certified 

reference material in the presence of other lanthanide ions such as Nd(III), La(III) and 

Y(III) was performed by using U(VI)-imprinted pHEMA-(MAH)3 cryogel polymer 

purposed. For this purpose, U(VI) was complexed with N-methacryloyl-L-histidine 

methyl ester (MAH) and the prepared (MAH)3-U(VI) complex monomer was 

polymerized with 2- hydroxyethyl methacrylate (HEMA) cryogel to prepare pHEMA-
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(MAH)3-U(VI) cryogel polymer by free radical polymerization method. U(VI) was 

desorbed with 5.0 mol.L-1 HNO3 and thus were created U(VI) imprinted on to p-

HEMA-(MAH)3 cryogel polymer. In the process of selective adsorption of U(VI) ion to 

U(VI)-imprinted p-HEMA-(MAH)3 cryogel polymer, several factors such as medium 

pH, flow rate, initial U(VI) concentration were investigated to determine optimum 

conditions. Selectivity studies were also carried out in the presence of Nd(III), La(III) 

and Y(III) ions using U(VI)-imprinted p-HEMA-(MAH)3 cryogel polymer. The 

obtained adsorption order under competitive conditions was U(VI) ˃ La(III) ˃ Y(III) ˃ 

Nd(III). 

Materials and methods 

Chemicals and reagents 

The chemicals used in the study and their properties are given in Table 1. 

 
Table 1. Used chemicals and their properties 

Chemicals For what Manufacturer 

Methacryloyl cloride 
For monomer 

synthesis 

Sigma Aldrich-Steinheim, Germany (purum, dist., ≥97.0% 

(GC), contains ~0.02% 2,6-di-tert-butyl-4-methylphenol as 

stabilizer) 

L-histidine 
For monomer 

synthesis 

Sigma Aldrich-Steinheim, Germany (ReagentPlus®, 

≥99%) 

2-Hydroxyethyl 

methacrylate (HEMA) 

For polymer 

synthesis 

Sigma Aldrich-Steinheim, Germany (≥99%, contains ≤50 

ppm monomethyl ether hydroquinone as inhibitor) 

N,N,N,N-tetramethyl 

ethylene diamine 

(TEMED) 

For polymer 

synthesis 

Sigma Aldrich-Steinheim, Germany (BioReagent, suitable 

for electrophoresis, ~99%) 

N,N-

methylenebisacrylamide 

(MBAAm) 

For polymer 

synthesis 
Sigma Aldrich-Steinheim, Germany (99%) 

Ammonium persulfate 

(APS) 

For polymer 

synthesis 
Sigma Aldrich-Steinheim, Germany (reagent grade, 98%) 

Uranyl nitrate 

For experimental 

optimization 

studies 

Sigma Aldrich-Steinheim, Germany (extra pure, ≥99%) 

Lanthanium(III) nitrate 

hexahydrate 

For selectivity 

study 
Sigma Aldrich-Steinheim, Germany (extra pure, ≥99%) 

Neodymium(III) nitrate 

hexahydrate 

For selectivity 

study 
Sigma Aldrich-Steinheim, Germany (extra pure, ≥99%) 

Yttrium(III) nitrate 

hexahydrate 

For selectivity 

Study 
Sigma Aldrich-Steinheim, Germany (extra pure, ≥99%) 

All organic solvents 
For synthesis 

ımprinted polymer 
Sigma Aldrich-Steinheim, Germany 

 

 

Instrumentation 

The analysis of the U(VI) and the other lanthanide ions was performed using a 

Agilent 7700 Series inductively coupled plasma-mass spectroscopy (ICP-MS). System 
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with the following parameters: RF Power = 1600 W, sampling depth = 5.3 mm, 

analyzer pressure = 7.92 × 10-5 Pa, helium flow in the collision cell = 4.98 mL.min-1 and 

plasma temperature = 9883 K. the measurements were done with three replicates (95% 

confidence level). A Perkin Elmer model Spectrum 400 FT-IR spectrometer was used 

for the Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) measurements. Scanning electron microscopy 

(SEM) analyses were carried out by using a FEI Quanta FEG 250 SEM system. 

 

Preparation of U(VI)-imprinted and non-imprinted p-HEMA-(MAH)3 cryogel 

polymer 

Synthesis of N-methacryloyl-L-histidine methyl ester (MAH) 

The preparation and characterization of N-methacryloyl-(L)-histidine methyl ester 

(MAH) was reported elsewhere (Bereli et al., 2011). The following procedure was 

applied for the synthesis of MAH monomer: 5.2 g of L-histidine methylester and 0.22 g 

of hydroquinone were dissolved in 150 mL of CH2Cl2 solution. Solution was cooled 

down to 0 °C. 12.83 g triethylamine was added to the solution. 4.0 mL of methacryloyl 

chloride was poured slowly into this solution under nitrogen atmosphere and then this 

solution was stirred magnetically at room temperature for 1 h. At the end of this 

chemical reaction period, unreacted methacryloyl chloride was extracted with 10% 

NaOH. Aqueous phase was evaporated in a rotary evaporator. MAH was crystallized in 

20 mL (1:1) ethanol and ethyl acetate. The reaction efficiency was determined as 84% 

in the stoichiometric calculations based on the amount of reagents added to the reaction 

medium and the amount of MAH monomer obtained as a result of the process. In 

addition, it was determined that the purity of MAH monomer synthesized as a result of 

the characterization processes was greater than 98%. 

 

Preparation of (MAH)3-U(VI) complex monomer 

For preparation (MAH)3-U(VI) complex monomer, MAH (0.669 mg, 3.0 mmol) was 

dissolved in deionized water. After slow addition of UO2(NO3)2 (0.394 mg, 1.0 mmol) 

to this solution, the solution was stirred for 24 h at room temperature. The obtained 

complex monomer was then filtered and extensive washed with EtOH and deionized 

H2O. Then, it was dried at 50 °C for 24 h. For the yield of the synthesis of the 

synthesized MAH-Th(VI) complex monomer, it was initially determined by ICP-MS 

analysis of the remaining Th(VI) in the medium which was added to the medium and 

the complex formation yield was determined to be greater than 95%. 

 

Synthesis of p-HEMA-(MAH)3-U(VI) (IIP) and p-HEMA-(MAH)3 (NIP) cryogel polymer 

p-HEMA-(MAH)3-U(VI) and p-HEMA-(MAH)3 cryogel polymers was prepared 

according to a previously reported method (Baysal et al., 2018). For this purpose, 0.25 g 

MBAAm was dissolved in deionized H2O, and then 2.0 mL HEMA and 2.0 mL 

(MAH)3-U(VI) complex monomer were mixed with this solution. Initiator APS 

(25 mg)/TEMED (25 µl) was added and the final mixture was placed into a syringe 

closed with parafilm and allowed to polymerize at -18 °C for 24 h. The frozen solution 

was allowed to thaw at room temperature. Finally, the prepared imprinted cryogel 

polymer was washed with 100 mL (1:1) EtOH and deionized H2O to remove impurities, 

which was then stored at +4 °C. Non-imprinted polymer were prepared in the same way 

but in the absence of the template. 
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Removal of U(VI) from p-HEMA-(MAH)3-U(VI) cryogel polymer 

To obtain the 3-D cavities for desorption of U(VI), the template U(VI) was 

successfully desorbed from the p-HEMA-(MAH)3-U(VI) cryogel polymer (Fig. 1). For 

this purpose, the cryogel polymer was desorbed with 10 mL 5.0 mol.L-1 HNO3 as the 

desorbtion solvent for 1 h by using a peristaltic pump. This washing step was repeated 

until no U(VI) was determined in the desorption solvent. 

 

 

Figure 1. The prepared U(VI)-imprinted column system and selective separation scheme of 

U(VI) 

 

 

Figure 1 shows schematically that only U(VI) is selectively bound when the mixture 

of La(III), Nd(III), Y(III) and U(VI) is passed through a prepared U(VI) imprinted p-

HEMA-(MAH)3 cryogel column. 

 

Characterization studies 

MAH monomer and prepared (MAH)3-U(VI) complex monomer were characterized 

by FT-IR spectroscopy, whereas U(VI)-imprinted p-HEMA-(MAH)3 cryogel polymer 

were characterized by FT-IR spectroscopy and SEM technique. 

To obtain FT-IR spectrum U(VI)-imprinted p-HEMA-(MAH)3 cryogel polymer, KBr 

was mixed with the dried polymer particles and pressed into a pellet form, and the 

spectra were then recorded. 

For the SEM analysis of U(VI)-imprinted p-HEMA-(MAH)3 cryogel polymer were 

covered on the surface of platinum and coated with gold (thickness of 20 nm). Then, 

SEM analyses were carried out. 

To calculate the swelling ratio of p-HEMA-(MAH)3 cryogel polymer, the cryogel 

was dried and weighed until constant weight (mdried). Then, it was placed in a 30 mL 

vial containing distilled water and kept at 25 °C for 2 h. The cryogel was removed from 

water, wiped by a filter paper and weighed again (mwet). The swelling ratio was 

calculated according to Equation 1: 

 

 S = mwet – mdried / mdried (Eq.1) 

 

For the measurement of macroporosity percentage (M%) of cryogels, the mass of 

water-saturated cryogels (mwet) was weighed. The cryogel was squeezed to remove free 

water which is found in the pores (msqueezed), and the mass of cryogel without water was 

weighted. M% was calculated according to Equation 2: 

 

 M% = mwet – msqueezed / mwet (Eq.2) 
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Adsorption studies of U(VI) ion to U(VI)-imprinted (IIP) and non-imprinted (NIP) 

cryogel polymer 

Continuous column system was used to adsorption U(VI) to U(VI)-imprinted p-

HEMA-(MAH)3 cryogel polymer (IIP) and non-imprinted p-HEMA-(MAH)3 cryogel 

polymer (NIP). For this purpose, firstly, columns containing IIP and NIP was washed with 

deionized H2O and equilibrated with 0.1 mol.L-1 phosphate buffer at pH. 7.0. Then, 

aqueous solution of U(VI) was passed through the columns containing IIP and NIP at 

1 mL.min-1 flow rate for 1 h. The amounts of U(VI) was determined by ICP-MS. Then, 5.0 

mol.L-1 HNO3 was used to desorption of U(VI) bound to the IIP and NIP. Several factors 

such as pH, flow rate and initial U(VI) concentration were also investigated to obtain the 

optimum conditions for the adsorption of U(VI). 10 ppm U(VI) solutions in different pH 

values (pH 3 to 10) was passed through the columns containing IIP and NIP at 1 mL.min-1 

flow rate for 1 h in order to test pH influence on U(VI) adsorption to the IIP and NIP. 

Then, the samples came out from the column were analyzed by ICP-MS. The flow rates 

between 1.0 mL.min-1 and 5.0 mL.min-1 were applied for the investigation of the effects of 

these parameters on the adsorption of U(VI). The initial U(VI) concentration was varied 

between 10 ppm and 2000 ppm to determine maximum adsorption capacity. 

 

Selectivity study 

The selectivity of the prepared U(VI)-imprinted (IIP) and Non-imprinted NIP cryogel 

polymers toward U(VI) were investigated in the presence of U(VI)-Nd(III), U(VI)-La(III) 

and U(VI)-Y(III) ion pairs. For this purpose 25 mL of 10 ppm lanthanide solutions in 10 

mM phosphate buffer, pH 7.0 were passed from columns containing IIP and NIP at a flow 

rate of 1 mL.min-1 at room temperature. Analysis of the lanthanide ions in the column 

output samples was performed by ICP-MS. 

The distribution coefficient of U(VI) ion between the columns containing IIP and NIP 

and aqueous solutions was calculated using Equation 3: 

 

 Kd = (Ci-Cf/Cf) × (V/m) (Eq.3) 

 

where Kd is the distribution coefficient, Ci is initial U(VI) concentration and Cf is final 

U(VI) concentration, V represents the solution volume (mL) and m is the polymer mass 

(g). 

The selectivity coefficient (k) and relative selectivity coefficient (kı) for U(VI) in the 

presence of other competing lanthanide ions can be calculated applying Equations 4 and 5: 

 

 k = K(U(VI)) / K(interfering ion) (Eq.4) 

 

 kı = K(imprinted) / K(nonimprinted) (Eq.5) 

 

where K(U(VI)) is the distribution ratio of U(VI) ion and K(interfering ion) is the distribution ratio 

of potentially interfering ions. 

 

Reusability of U(VI)-imprinted cryogel polymer (IIP) 

For the reusability studies, adsorption and desorption studies were repeated 10 times 

using same IIP. After each step, column was washed with 10 mL 5 mol.L-1 HNO3 and 

deionized water. 
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Adsorption studies of U(VI) ion from soil certified reference material 

Soil certified reference material was selected as the real sample for the selective 

adsorption of U(VI). For this purpose, 0.1 g soil certified reference material powdered 

was leached using concentrated HNO3 and H2SO4 by microwave irradiation. Then, 

solution pH was adjusted to 7.0 using phosphate buffer and volume of the final solution 

was distilled to 100 mL by deionized water. The prepared solution was passed through 

the columns containing IIP and NIP the under the optimum conditions. Analysis of the 

ions in the column output samples was performed by ICP-MS. 

Results and discussion 

Characterization of MAH monomer and (MAH)3U(VI) complex monomer 

Prepared (MAH)3-U(VI) complex monomer were characterized by FT-IR 

spectroscopy, which proved that monomer and complex monomer were synthesized. 

The obtained FT-IR spectrum of the MAH monomer and (MAH)3U(VI) complex 

monomer is given in Figure 2. 

 

 

Figure 2. a Proposed structure for complex formed; b FTIR spectrum for the MAH monomer 

and (MAH)3U(VI) complex monomer 

 

 

Characterization of U(VI)-imprinted p-HEMA-(MAH)3 cryogel polymer (IIP) 

p-HEMA and Th(IV)-imprinted p-HEMA-(MAH)3 cryogel polymer (IIP) were 

characterized by FT-IR and SEM. Figure 3 shows the FT-IR Spectra p-HEMA and 

U(VI)-imprinted p-HEMA-(MAH)3 cryogel polymer. As can be seen, p-HEMA and 

U(VI)-imprinted p-HEMA-(MAH)3 cryogel polymer exhibited FT-IR patterns with 

small differences which confirms the similar polymer backbone. 

The pore structure and pore size of U(VI)-imprinted p-HEMA-(MAH)3 cryogel 

polymer were visualized with SEM images as seen in Figure 4. As shown in Figure 3, 

the U(VI)-imprinted p-HEMA-(MAH)3 cryogel polymer has interconnected pores and 

porous structure. Pore size was found about 50 µm. 

The equilibrium swelling degree and macroporosity of the U(VI)-imprinted p-

HEMA-(MAH)3 cryogel were 6.12 g H2O/g cryogel and 81.04%, respectively. 
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Figure 3. FT-IR spectrum p-HEMA cryogel and U(VI)-imprinted p-HEMA-(MAH)3 cryogel 

polymer 

 

 

 

Figure 4. SEM images U(VI)-imprinted p-HEMA-(MAH)2 cryogel polymer (IIP) 

 

 

Adsorption studies of U(VI) on IIP and NIP 

pH effect on U(VI) adsorption 

The change in amount of U(VI) adsorption to the IIP and NIP as a function of pH 

was investigated, as seen in Figure 5. The maximum U(VI) binding to the IIP and NIP 

pH 7.0. This could be explained by electron transfer based covalent cross-linking 

between U(VI) and L-histidine of the functional monomer at pH 7.0. Figure 5 clearly 

shows effect of pH on U(VI) binding to the IIP and NIP. As seen in the figure, the 

values higher and lower than pH 7.0 lead to low adsorption of U(VI) to the IIP and NIP, 

which can be explained by the repulsive electrostatic interactions between bound U(VI) 

ion and MAH monomer. The adsorption efficiency may decrease because of the size of 

conformation and the lateral electrostatic interactions between adjacent U(VI) ion on the 

IIP and NIP. The experiments were repeated 3 times and the statistical values were 

given as 95% confidence level relative standard deviation (RSD). 

 

Flow rate effect on U(VI) adsorption 

The flow rate of the U(VI) solution pumped through the cryogel is one of the crucial 

parameter for the control of binding process (Fayazi et al., 2016). The flow rate effect 

on the adsorption of U(VI) was explored by changing the flow rate from 1.0 to 5.0 

mL.min-1. 10 ppm U(VI) solution was used for this purpose. Owing to the back pressure 

produced by the column, the flow rates higher than 5.0 mL.min-1 could not be 
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investigated. The experiments were repeated 3 times and the statistical values were 

given as 95% confidence level relative standard deviation (RSD). As shown in Figure 6, 

increasing flow rate resulted in a decrease in the adsorption of U(IV) from 96.56 ± 

1.52% to 70.84 ± 1.26% adsorption capacity. 

 

 

Figure 5. Effect of pH on U(VI) adsorption (experimental conditions: initial U(VI) 

concentration: 10 ppm; temperature: 25 °C; flow rate: 1 mL.min-1; time: 1 h) 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Effect of flow rate on U(VI) adsorption (experimental conditions: pH:5; initial U(VI) 

concentration: 10 ppm; temperature: 25 °C; time: 1 h) 

 

 

The determination maximum adsorption capacity of IIP and NIP 

Initial U(VI) concentration dependence of the bound amount of the U(VI) on to IIP 

and NIP is depicted in Figure 7. As can be seen Figure 7, U(VI) adsorption increased 

when initial U(VI) concentration is increased, and an equilibrium was obtained at a 

U(VI) concentration of 2000 ppm. The maximum adsorption capacity was obtained as 

74.80 ± 1.33 mg.g-1 for IIP, while that of NIP was 14.76 ± 1.09 mg.g-1. The experiments 

were repeated 3 times and the statistical values were given as 95% confidence level 

relative standard deviation (RSD). it was found that maximum adsorption yield obtained 

was good result when compared to other studies (Iliaa et al., 2017; Li et al., 2018; Zhu 

et al., 2015). 

 

Regeneration and reusability of the IIP 

One of the crucial advantages for an affinity material for the recognition and 

separation processes is its reusability (Kupai et al., 2017). To test the reusability of the 

prepared IIP, U(VI) adsorption and desorption cycle was repeated 10 times using the 

same cryogel (Fig. 8). The elution of U(VI) from the IIP was performed by using 10 mL 

5.0 mol.L-1 HNO3 as the desorption solution and complete removal of U(VI) was 
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achieved after the desorption step. It was found that the adsorption behavior of the IIP 

towards U(VI) did not changed significantly after ten adsorption and desorption cycles. 

Thus, one can easily say that the IIP are stable and the IIP can be used many times 

without significantly loss of their adsorption capacity. 

 

 

Figure 7. Effect of initial U(VI) concentration on Th(IV) adsorption (experimental conditions: 

pH:5; temperature: 25 °C; flow rate: 1 mL.min-1; time: 1 h) 

 

 

 

Figure 8. Reusability of IIP (experimental conditions: pH:5; initial U(VI) concentration: 10 

ppm; temperature: 25 °C; flow rate: 1 mL.min-1; time: 1 h) 

 

 

Selectivity studies 

Competitive adsorption of U(VI)-Nd(III), U(VI)-La(III) and U(VI)-Y(III) were also 

explored in a column system. The obtained results are given in Table 2. U(VI) 

imprinted cryogel polymer (IIP) exhibited higher selectivity toward U(VI) ions over 

Nd(III), La(III) and Y(III) ions. Kd values for the IIP were compared with NIP. The 

obtained results confirmed that the relative selectivity coefficients of the IIP for the 

U(VI)/Nd(III), U(VI)/La(III) and U(VI)/Y(III) were 129, 60 and 79 times higher than 

the corresponding NIP, respectively. As a result, it was found that the prepared U(VI)-

imprinted cryogel polymer (IIP) exhibited a selectivity to U(VI) ion in the presence of 

other lanthanides. 

 

Selective adsorption of U(VI) from soil certified reference material 

The outcomes of the adsorption of U(VI) from certified reference material are given 

in Figure 9. The results showed that the IIP displayed 93.11 ± 1.47% adsorption toward 

U(VI) while NIP showed 18.74 ± 0.91% adsorption. The experiments were repeated 3 

times and the statistical values were given as 95% confidence level relative standard 

deviation (RSD). 
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Table 2. Kd, k and k’ values of Nd(III), La(III) and Y(III) with respect to U(VI) (experimental 

conditions: pH:5; temperature: 25 °C; flow rate: 1 mL.min-1; time: 1 h) 

Cryogel column U(VI) (ppm) Nd(III) (ppm) Kd (U(IV)) Kd (Nd(III)) k k’ 

Non-imprinted 10 10 761.2 1972.1 0.38 - 

U(IV)-imprinted 10 10 98090 2760.1 35.5 129 

Cryogel column U(VI) (ppm) La(III) (ppm) Kd (U(IV)) Kd (La(III)) k k’ 

Non-imprinted 10 10 1827.9 2633.5 0.70 - 

U(IV)-imprinted 10 10 108155 2086.0 51.3 60 

Cryogel column U(VI) (ppm) Y(III) (ppm) Kd (U(IV)) Kd (Y(III)) k k’ 

Non-imprinted 10 10 927.8 2331.5 0.40 - 

U(IV)-imprinted 10 10 73258 2041.0 36.0 79 

 

 

 

Figure 9. Selective adsorption of U(VI) from certified reference material (experimental 

conditions: CU(VI) = 0.93 ppm (in the SRM), pH = 5.0, flow rate = 1 mL.min-1, T = 25 °C) 

Conclusions 

We have shown that U(VI)-imprinted cryogel polymer (IIP) that contains Poly-

Hydroxyethyl Methacrylate-Methacryloyl-L-Histidine is selective and has high 

adsorption capacity for U(VI) ion. A High adsorption rate was observed at the 

beginning of the adsorption process and saturation values are reached within 60 min. 

The maximum U(VI) adsorption capacity of the cryogel polymer was 74.80 mg.g-1 for 

U(VI)-imprinted cryogel polymer, while that of non-imprinted cryogel polymer (NIP) 

was 14.76 mg.g-1. The adsorption amount of U(VI) was maximum at pH 7.0. 

Competitive adsorption studies showed that, U(VI)-imprinted p-HEMA(MAH)3 are 

only selective to U(VI) ion, even in the presence of other lanthanide ions such as, 

Nd(III), La(III) and Y(III) ions. Distribution (Kd), selectivity (k), and relative selectivity 

(k’) coefficients were also calculated. The value of k’ was found, 129, 60, and 79 for 

Nd(III), La(III), and Y(III), respectively. These k’ values are high values if they are 

compared with reported research values. The obtained adsorption order under 

competitive conditions was U(VI) ˃ La(III) ˃Y(III) ˃Nd(III). As a result, in our study to 

selectively remove the uranium used as fuel in nuclear reactors, it was determined that 

the prepared uranium-imprinted polymer exhibited effective uranium bonding activity 

and thus selectively separated from the matrix environment where uranium was found. 

After this stage, it is advisable to use sustainable membranes to purify the separated 

uranium and make it ready for use in the reactors (Fodi et al., 2017). 
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